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Assemblage art has always fascinated me and Maureen McCabe is among the most talented of
the genre. Her style may seem out of the gallery's usual context, but look again; there is a
strong connection to what we do... realism at its most imaginative. Each piece by this
remarkable artist offers us a chance to challenge our aesthetics and intellects.

In each work by Maureen we are witness to the brilliant execution of a challenging medium and
a fascinating lesson in visual associations. One's first reaction is to the power of the overall
composition and the intricate craftsmanship. With that visual impact holding your attention,
you find yourself drawn into the subject itself. Admittedly, there are references and symbols
beyond common experience in Maureen's work, but the immediate visual attraction to and
curiosity about the objects begs us to discover the magic behind their combinations. Some of
those elements may or may not relate to us personally, but much can be answered, or at least
explored, on the reverse where Maureen records the materials and many of the images
incorporated in the piece.

Most of the objects within Maureen's pieces have a past: carved miniature skulls from 19th
century China, game pieces, protective powders in antique watch crystals, Austrian
rhinestones. Our associations with these objects and what they represent demand immediate
participation in the work. That exploration of their purpose and context often leads us to
unfamiliar parts of our cultural past. Reincarnation, myth and ritual for instance, become new
or different, yet always fascinating aspects of our world's culture interpreted in a unique and
dazzling form.

As with any great work of realism, it is the abstract elements that give it its magic. Abstractions
of thought combined with Maureen's virtually flawless technical skills create assemblages of
stunning force. Issues of ethics, mythology and mortality, as well as more lighthearted thoughts,
are addressed in these works executed over a span of several years. I hope you are as enthralled
with them as I.

Jeffrey W. Cooley
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Unexpected Encounters

Entering Maureen McCabe's magical and witty world is something like going down
the rabbit hole: you adjust your sense of scale and free yourself for an imaginative leap. Her
work has in other respects than its Wonderland character, a surer feeling of the nineteenth
century than the twentieth. Its preoccupation with diminutive detail, its claustrophobic
compression, its macabre references, its hint of superstitious and necromantic practices
seem closer to the atmosphere of Poe, Hawthorne and Isak Dinesen than to modern
rational formalism. References to literary antecedents has relevance here, for again, like art
of the nineteenth century, Maureen McCabe is a narrative artist, though of a special kind.

She is an assemblage artist; that is, out of an accumulation of materials that have no
prior history of connection with one another, she designs a piece that communicates an
idea through the choice and arrangement of its elements. Some object — an early engraving,
a talisman, a chart of the heavens, a stone marked by a Neolithic craftsman — sets the
artistic imagination off. Then, of her studio — a Fafnir's cave of detritus — the purpose of
the work will develop. Miniatures of all kinds: games, fortune-telling equipment, palmistry
charts, votive objects, anything that will serve the theme are chosen and arranged on a
support — usually a slate of the kind used for blackboards. The slate itself is worked with
incising, engraving, inlaying, carving, gilding or coloring and gradually the mystery unfolds.

American by birth and eminently practical in her daily life, Maureen McCabe has
preserved the wit and imaginative versatility of her Irish Catholic inheritance. Like the Irish,
she tells stories, not all of them true but often amusing. Her work, narrative and small in
scale, reminds us that Irish writers excel in short stories and lyric poetry, that is, small
forms. She plays visual games as when she engraved and gilded on slate a copy of an
engraving from a seventeenth century volume of Malleus Maleficarum (The Hammer of the
Witches), the manual for the extirpation of witches that lends its title to the work. In some
cases, the blue black slate takes on the function of the night sky as when Louis XIV, in
ballet costume as Apollo, minces along under rhinestone stars forming his birth sign
constellation, Virgo. In American Black Bear the animal becomes an avatar of the eternal
form of Bear as Ursa Major and Ursa Minor gleam above.
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A few years ago Maureen McCabe, with three friends, visited Ireland. She had been
there earlier but was then more or less bound to the demands of a tour. The later visit,
with a rented car, she was able to follow her instincts and plunge into the darker areas of
Irish history. Darker in the sense that little is known of the pre-Christian past; darker in the
sense that the evidence is usually to be found in tombs not often on a tourist's itinerary.
There was Newgrange, the largest, most famous and most visited of the Irish turmuli
which, despite the crowds and its tasteful reconstruction, still retains some of the aura the
ancients must have sensed as they placed the bodies of their heroes in it.

However, it was at Loughcrew on the crests of the hills overlooking County Meath,
hills known as "Slieve na Calliagh" or "Hills of the Witches" or, as it is translated in the
title of the slate inspired there, "Hag's Hill," that the mysterious rumors of antiquity
sounded most loudly. In this evocative cemetery of modest graves and turmuli were found,
engraved on the stone interior walls, multitudes of signs — spirals, sun discs, chevrons and
other configurations — that some believe to be symbols of the heavenly bodies that control
our destiny. Their influences appear in Maureen McCabe's slates from the Irish Series.

Miss McCabe often works in series: there is an Irish Series, the Femme Fatales Series, a
Camouflage Series and a series involving chance. Invariably Fate is a factor in the story. If
the slates give a dark cast to her work, there are other aspects of it that are bright and
colorful. Fortune Tetier (with a Mojo Bag), is positively Mexican in its exuberant color and
its mass of incident. Here the fortune teller, her wheel of fortune, and her cards are all
mounted on an actual pin-ball machine board whose marbles are at the right.

The stories that Miss McCabe tells are not linear expositions. They are closer to what
James Joyce accomplished in Losses. Fragments of experience are gathered around a leading
theme with interconnections which become both story and meaning. By examining the
elements of a piece closely, you discover new relationships, adding to the impact. The
springboard for these relationships is often something like the theatrical curtain of the
proscenium of Elixir which is a Victorian mourning veil secured with a mourning pin. In
Mafieus Mate/icarum, the object on top of the frame is an 1840 miniature replica of
Nuremberg's famous "Iron Maiden." This brings me to the hidden content of each work.
On the reverse of each piece a collage of events pertinent to its creation is found. Along
with information about the making of the piece are clippings, personal notes, and her
explanations of the symbols used.

tumuli

tumuli



"Young Fortune Teller with Mojo Ba«", 1995,
mixed media, 24"xl6"x4"

In the end, Maureen McCabe is creating a private cosmos, glimpses of which we are
allowed to penetrate. The order, color and objects have an immediate appeal. The mystery
requires a degree of complicity on the part of the observer. In this way, her visual symbols
arrive at the state of folk tales whose meanings are elusive but whose magic is available to
all of us.

Charles Price



"Elixir", 1995, mixed media, 11"x12"x4"

"8-Ball Target", 1986, mixed media on slate, 20"x24"x5"
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"Carole and Giraffe", 1994, mixed media, 13"xl33/*"l1/2'

"Coyote", 1988, mixed media, 25"x20"x5'/2"
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"American Black Bear", 1993, mixed media on slate and wood, 37"x41"x5"
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MAUREEN MCCABE

George Kubler, Professor Emeritus of Art History at Yale University, described Maureen as "an

artist of consequence". After graduating from the Rhode Island School of Design, Miss McCabe

was awarded a Booth Scholarship and received her Masters of Fine Art at The Cranbrook
Academy of Art. She has often been described as "a favorite" by her students at Connecticut
College, where she has taught studio art since 1971. Maureen has enjoyed artist residencies in the
U.S. at Yaddo and the MacDowell Colony, and abroad at Cite Internationale des Arts in Paris, The
Rockefeller Foundation's Bellagio Study, Italy and the Tyrone Guthrie Centre in Ireland. She has

an extensive record of solo and group exhibitions in the Americas, including the Museo Tamayo in
Mexico City where her work was shown with the noted American assemblage artist Joseph Cornell.

Her pieces can be found in the collections of numerous prominent collectors of contemporary art:
Barry Friedman, Allan Stone, Robert P. & Arlene R. Kogod, Michael Monroe and Marc Moyens.
Maureen is included in the Dictionary of International Biography, World Who's Who of Women and

Who's Who in American Art.
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